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'loo preparation and study of 2. 8-bishydroxymetbyi-2, 8-
cllmethyl-3, 7-diaza-1, 5, 9-oonanetrlol with ions of the first transition 
series have been investigated. Spectrophotometric studies of solutions 
of this compound v1itb Cu(Il) and Ni(ll) ions gav~ i::: .. 1idcnce of the formation 
of cornplexes containing one mole of ligand per metal ion tbrougbout 
a wide pH range. 11te Cu(U) complex, the yellow colored Fe(IU) 
complex for.rn.t.:d at high pB, and the light blue colored Ni(U) complex 
have remained stable over several months. The red colored Ni(ll) 
~oniplt!X cbsuges slowly into a more stable greenish-yellow complex. 
1he ligand formed weaker complexes with Co(U) end Mn(U). 
Data from potentiometric titration at several temperatures were 
used to calculate the basicity constants of the ligand. Potentiometric 
titratJoos cl Cu(U) and Ni(II) solutions with the ligand at several 
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Pierce and WotiZ,, in this laboratory, prepared a number of 
polybydroxyamlnes. One of them. which they called ''Disecu. 
CH2-0H OH CH2-0H I I I 
H()·CH2-C-NH·Cffa-CH·CHi·NH-C-CH2-0H ~H2-0H tH2 ·OH 
formed unusually stable complexes with certain tons of the first 
transttlon series. The coordination prof'enles of this compound 
have ~en further studied by Erdmanis (10),, Gladding (13),, Jackson (21), 
and lv!oore (32). 
In crder to study the effects of the hydroxy groups tn forming stable 
complexes, It was thought that this could he accomplished by making 
a compound of this series that contains four symmetrical hydroxy groups .. 
1 his thesis gives the synthesis and purification of this compound,, 
2. 8·Blsllydrox}-n1etbyl-2. 8-dbriethyl-3, 7-diaza·l, 5, 9-nonanetrlol 
~H2-0H ?H 9H2-0H 
CH3-C-NH·CH ·CH-CH -NH·C-CH I 2 2 I 3 
CH2-0H CH2-0H 
and the results of the Investigation cf the coordlDation properties of 




A. BASIC C(Ji\JCEPTS 
A metal coorditmtion compound or metal complex is formed when 
the water molecules surrounding a metal ion are replaced by an 
electron donor substance. One or r.nore rings may be formed when 
the metal ion combines with a donor substance that contains two or 
more donor groups. 111is ring formation was named "'chelation ° by 
liiergan and Drew.. @3) The donor substance which combines with the 
metal ion is called a chelating agent or ligaml. 
The terms unidentate, bidentate, tridentate, quadridentate, etc. 
were proposed by f\.'lorgan and Drew '33) to denote complexes formed 
with molecules or ions containing one. two, three, four, etc. donor 
groups, respectively. Examples of complex formation and chelation 
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Complexes and chelate& are fornled by the ions ot nearly all 
metallic elements. Alth~il the nwnber of. known chelating and 
complexing agents ts very large. the donor atoms which undergo 
combination with the re-etal are largely restricted to the sttoogly non-
metallic elements of Group V and VI.. Cf ~bei:;e, nitrogen, oxygen. and 
sulfur are the moot common examples. (31) 
Depending on the metal and donor atoms the electron·palr bonds 
fornied may be nessentially ionic•· or nessentially covalent'*. Penetration 
complexes are complexes that have sufficient stabilities to retain their 
identities in solution ar.d are usually indistinguishable from ordinary 
covalent compounds.. Nortnal complexes are complexes that reversibly 
dissociate in solution into their components and are predominantly 
ionic in character. 
Thia study is concerned particularity with the polybydro.xy-
amines, and especially those containing the tsopropanol brido"'e. 
Several such polybydroxyamines have been prepared and their 
cbelating abilities studied. Two compounds which have been studied 
tu this laboratory are: 
aI2 ... OH Oii Clt.. - OH 
I I i ~ 
(1) HO ... CH2 ... C - NH - CH2 - CH - CH2 - NH - C - CH2 - OH I i I 
CH2 - OH CH2 - DH 
1, 3-Ws(tris{bydroxymethyl)metbylamlno)-2-propaool (Olsec) 
()ff 
j 
(2) 11,;J - CH2 - CH2 - NH • CH2 - CH ... CH2 - NH - CH2 • CH2 - OH 
1. 3- ills(2-bydrmyethylamino)-2-propanol (Bismon) 
Section E contains a full discussion of the polybydraxyamine class as 
. chelating agents. 
This dissertation reports the synthesis and purification of. a third 
men1ber of tbis series, 2, 8·bisbydroxymethyl-2, 8-dimetbyl-3, 7·diaza-
l, 5, 9-nooanetriol, and the study of its coordination properties with 
elerri..ents of the first trnnsitioo series. 
CH2 .. OH t)H CH2 • OH 
J I I I I 
(3) CH3 - ~ - NH - CH2 - CH - CH2 - NH • ~ - CH3 
I I 
CH2 - OH CH2 - 00 
5 
B tllSIORY 
'The first chelate to be recognized as sucll was described by 
Alfred \Verner in 1393. (-lS) He found that a cyclic structure was 
necessary to satisfy the coordination requirements of. the potassiurn 
dicldoro-acetylacetooo platinite complex. Werner described a number 
c4 significant properties characteristic of this cyclic structure. He 
noted tliat the color of the cyclic cmnpoond differed from that of the 
simple complexes and he also observed that the acetylacetonate v1as 
dec0i!!posed by strong acids. 
Early explanations of. the phenomena d. chelation offered by 
Blomstrand, Jorgensen., and others (37) were completely unsuccessful. 
In 1893, Werner (47) proposed a coordination theory to explain the 
phenonrenoo by which 1:netals corr>J:.ine with apparently stable, saturated 
molecules to give so-called ••molecular complexes'~. 
in 1904 Ley (24), who investigated the properties of copper glyctnate, 
first recognized the special significance and properties of the cyclic 
structure of cotnplex compounds, a number of years before ivmgan and 
Drew (33) provided then.1 with a narr1e. 
ffciffer (35) classified cbelates according to (a) bidentate chelating 
agent which forms two covalent bonds, (b) bidentate chelating agent which 
forms two coordinate ru"lds, and (c) polynuclear rings which contain two 
6 
ir!Ctal ions and two otber n10lccules or negative ions.. Diehl (lJ ) 
classified cbelates according, to (a) the total number of donor groups 
L"l the c001plexing agent and (b) the relative number of. acidic and 
coordinating groups involved in ring formation. 
Ley ( 25) recoguized that a characteristic color is one d. the most 
important and distinguishing features al rnany chelate compounds. He 
used the absorption spectra to distinguish free metal tons froru tlieir 
cbelates. 
In 1928, Job (22) introduced a method for the determination af the 
co1npooition d. a chelate compound in solution. 'Ibis tecbniq~, called 
the method cl continuous variations. usually eroploys absorption spectra. 
Job (23) stated that tbe method was not generally appUcable to systems 
in which more than one cbelate compound 'Has for1'"'ied. Vosburtfl and 
Cooper (46) ha.vever, were able to apply this n:tethod to a special case, 
in which they determined the nature of the cquilL'"'rla involving three 
chelate compounds. 
In 1944, 'ioo and Jones (49) introduced aootber spectronlettic method 
for the determination of the con-'iposition of a chelate compound in solution. 
In this niethod the molecular ratio of chelating agent to inetal ion was 
varied, and the break in tile curve obtained by plotting the results indicated 
the composition of the chelate compound. 
L___ ____ _ 
1 
Electrical conductance of a solution is a surnmatioo of tbe conttibut-
ions fron:> all ions present. In co.m.plex forrnatio.."l. where a positive metal 
ion forrns a complex with a negative ciwrged ligand. the disappearance of 
the ions involved can be follO"tNt;.~ by electrical-e•:.>rtductance nwasurernents. 
\~; erner (43) used this rnethod in the investigation of the nature of cmnpl~ 
salts and Ley (24. ~51n the investJgntioo of amino acid chelntes. 
The additit:>n of a chclatl1~ agent to a solution cootaining a nJetal ion 
\VUl in most cases cause a drop in the pH. 1'he greater the tentlency for 
masts to combine with a given chelating agent, the grearer the drop in 
~. p.1. This is caused by the displacement of one or nmre usually weak 
acidic protons of tiic chelating ag.ent by a metal ion. 'Ihls clUlracteristic 
drop in p~ 1 c~m oo used to test for chelation or coniplex forrnstion and 
provides a m~"t1100 for c.1ctertnini11g chelate stability constants. Examples 
of the use of the pH effect arc the work of Scbwnne11hach and of ; .. sartcll 
"'0 
and t' root. \?J ') Djerrum (7 ) has thoroughly c-eecribed the f,enerallzed 
•nethoo for determinfog. the stability consttluts for comi:.ilex forrnatioo. 
Djerrt1.n applied the method to the binilin~ of slrnplc rnolecules or negative 
ions to positive rnetal ions. 15owevcr, the method can be adapted to the 
binding of chelating agents to positive rnetal lon.s. 
A number of methodu for determining the stability constants of metal 
chelates have lJeeil developed. 1 iowever, a r-,1rticular nlethod can be used 
s 
cmty uriOOr certain specified conrutlons. ln this study the method 
devcl~r.U by Schwarzenbach (41 ) for amines was used with good 
results. 
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C BONDING IN Ct);JRDINATl~).N C:J~'iPOUNDS 
1. Werner's Theory of Coordinatiou Cmnpounds 
!\'iodern theory may be traced to the work of Alfred \Verner. V~'erner 
not only advanced a correct tmplaoatioo for the characteristics of chelate 
and complex compounds but produced a theory which anticipated later 
developments in the structural chemistry and was sufficiently flexible 
to accommodate them without essential alteration. 
'"fhe functamental postulates of \\Jerner's theory may be aummari.zed as 
follows: 
a. rc.;letnls possess two typc'S of valency, so .. called prlmary or 
ionizable valency and secondary or oon ... iooizable valency. 
b. Every metal baa a fixed nun1ber of. sccoodary valencies or 
coordination number. 
c. Primar;- valencies are satisfied by negative ions whereas 
secoildary valer.cies may be satisfied by either negative groups or 
neutral molecules. Fu.lfill.meut of the coordination number of the 
metal appears essential. A limited number of positive groups may also 
occupy coordination positions. 
d. 11ie sccom.i&ry valencies are directed in space about the central 
metal ion. (31 ) 
A number of atorns or groups would be directly attached to the central 
10 
atom In the first sphere. The number of atonw or groups would be equal 
to the coordination number or in. SOi'De cases so..inewbat smaller. Werner's 
theory assigned definite positions to the groups in a coordination complex .. 
The square planar structure of ~~(NH3)2 c12J is an example of arrange-
l .r I I 
ment. 
I Cl ... - Pt --- NH3 L JJ 





To hexa c."..oordinated complexes \Verner assigned an octahedral 
configuration and thereby predicted the exlste..ce of. both els-trans 
isomers illustrated Ly l'ormulas Ill and IV and optical isomers indicated 
by V and VI. (31) 
2. Contributions of Sidi,,wick and Lowry: Tne Coordinate Bond 
\Verner's coordination theory postulated two different kinds of valence 
for inorganic substances, primary and secondary valence bonds, without 
any theoretical justifk1!t:on for their existence. Sidgwiek and Lowry 
43 ( 26') are largely responsible for the transfer of Werner's general views 
to en electronic basis. V'icrner's primary valencies were regarded as amounting 







snaring. 'Ibe nlajority of the groups whid1 coordinate to meal ions have 
in their structures atoms with unshared electron pairs.. Coordinate 
covalent bm1ds were considered to arise by the donation of electron pairs 
to the central metal. In) Bonds of this type llave often been indicated 
by arrows, indicating that the coordinating groups act as donors. An 
example of. this can be illustrated by ~NH3)0 Ji:-3 ion. 
l'lllfi ~<fig t ~3 ~Co. 
/T ~Nn,, 
3 NH3 ., 
ibis electronic concept involves tbe rather improbable accumlatioo 
of lle'._sative charge on a normally electropositive material.. In the case 
of the [9>cNH3>6J ~3 !on the donation of an electron pair by the nitre>J:en 
atom in each am.111oola requires that the cobalt actually becoute negative 
with respect to the a1mnonias. This condition is unlikely. ln many 
instances the lone pairs of electrons are s electron 'XS which bave 
no binding characteristics. Excitation of one of the s electrooa to a higher 
level where it would have bonding character requires more energy than 
is available through bond forrootioo. This c.iocs not appear ao a likely 
solution to the problem. 
3. Pauling Hybridization cl. Bond 
A number of explanations have been offered to overcon'le tbe fore· 
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going objeeti~lS and still retain the donor·acceptor concept of. elecuon-
pair bonds proposed by Sid¢,"Wick and Lowry. 'lbe most sign.Weant 
explanatlo;.1 Js bases upon the concept that the metal ion is acting as both 
an electron donor end acceptar. Pauling•s (34) views on the bybridiz· 
ation of orbitals embraces tllis concept in a logical fashion and overcomes 
the objt..tCtion ai bonding by noo .. .bonding electrons.. A redistribution 
of electrons among the (n - l)d and ns or np orbitals to give hybrid 
bonds is possible because of the only very slight energy differences in 
these orbitals. This is particularly possible in the transition metal ton. 
In this pt"ocess. certain orbitals are first vacated and then reoccupied. 
A change fr01-n paramagnetisn1 to diamagnetism during cornplex formation 
in 1uany instances suggests this to be true. All bot"lds rnust be covalent 
in character in the coo<Y ~Jf hybrid bonds. : . ;:;.-wever. all coordination 
compounds can not be clasaif!ed under this single valency type. 
4. Crystal F'ield aud Ligand F 1eld 1beories 
1be cry!)r.3! fidd theory was developed by Bethe, Van Vleck, and 
others in the 1930•a. (6 ) The theory is an extension of the electro-
static theory and considers only electtica1 forces. in the electrostatic 
theory, the d orbitals are filled in a random manner. In the crystal 
field theory, the five d orbitals, wbicb s:re equal in eners;r in me 
gaseous n-ietal ioo7 acquire different energies in the presence of the 
14 
elC\,"U'OStatic field produced by the ligands. Crystal field splittings of 
the d orbitals of a central ioo in re-eular complexes of various strUeturea 
ere indicated in Figure l. 
The orbitals that point toward the ligands are raised in energy with 
respect to the orbitals pointing away from them. By preferentially 
filling the low .. energy orbitals, the d electrons can stabilize the system. 
The gain in the bonding ener~y thus acquired is called the crystal field 
stabilization energy (CI, SE) and it can be calculated. However. the 
calculation is compllcared. 
When tile eoergy levels are all equally filled, the c1~sE ls zero. 
Systems with d11 electrons (where o~n "-10) ha'7e complicated energies 
because of electron interaction.. In the filling of the levels. the electrons 
can be paired in the lmver levels or kept unpaired and moved on to 
higher levels. A complex of divalent zinc will have zero CF SE. This is 
because It bas 10 d electrons and all of the d orbitals are filled. C.omplexes 
of divalent nickel are rnore stable than corresponding complexes of Zinc 
because the orbitals with high energy are partly unfilled .. 
In many cases q..iantitative energy calculations can be made and a 
great many physical and chemical properties can be correlated using the 
the crystal field theory. The visible absorption spectrum of a complex: 
can be correlated witb the diagram of crystal field splittings. i'be colors 
Figure I d x2- y2 
/ 
/ 
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of. cou1pounds of the transition elements are due to incomplete 
filling ot the d orbitals. An electron is raised to a higher energy 
levcl when a quantum of. light energy is absorbed. 1be difference in 
energy bet.vcen the Jow ... lying orbitals and the higher orbitals can be 
calculated. f:rom this difference a quautitstive prediction of the amount 
of c1:sE in terms of tilocalories per mole can be made .. 
Diffei·ent ligands produce different amounts of. energy separation 
with a given metal ion. It is possible to predict whether or not n given 
metal atom w.UJ prefer to .bind with one ligand or another. ibe transition 
wetal ioos witb unfilled d shells prefer ligands Wilie~ produce large 
energ}· separations, for example, amines. 'Ihe noo-ttansition metal 
ions and the rare earths prefer to c0«d!nate to oxygen atoms in water 
or carboxylate ions, because they produce only sn:iall energy separations. 
It is also possible to predict that a certain ion will form complexes 
of ooe structure or another. Th.ts is possible because different numbers 
of ligands and different geometries give different energy levels, as is 
indicated in .Fig11re I .. 
The ligand field theory is the adaptation af the molecular. orbital 
theory to the crystal field theory. 1he ligand field splitting is due 
partly to electrostatic forces and due partly to covalent bond formation .. 
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Because many complexes have considerable covalent binding. it ls 
necessary to consider 1T bonding. There are two types of 7f bondhlg. 
One bl which 11 electrons are donated from the metal &o the llgand. 
The other type in which rr electrons are donated from the ligand to the 
metal. 
The crystal field theory and the ligand field theory do not provide 
a complete theory of Inorganic chemistry but only a start towards 
such a theory. ( 4) 
18 
D FAC.1.~0f~S lN'FLUENCINC THE FOR1v1A1'10N OF CQ\ll?Lf:.X IONS 
AND COOHDINA'rtON 
Many chemical and physical factors affect the formation of. complex 
tons and coordination c01npounds. Saine of the more important of these 
factors are listed below: 
a. Environ1nental Factors. In ma11y cases temperature and pressure 
are important. Reductioo io pressure often results in the loss of coordinat· 
ing groups which are volatile. Also elevated temperatures often affect 
the stability ct, the complexes. rvia.ny complexes undergo decoa"'Ilposltloil 
when heated. 
b. Concentration Factors. C.0.;.centration changes have a marked 
influence on the stabilities of complex ioos in solution. 
c. Nature of the M:etal Ion. The transition metals and the metals 
immediately following the transition elements form some of the most 
stable complexes. Tlte cations which serve best as centers for coordin-
ation are the ones with comparatively small sizes and high nuclear or 
Ionlc charges .. 
lviellor and N'Sllley have pointed out that the stability d. complexes 
of bivalent metal ions follows the order: 
N ..::>CU-> Ni~ Pb~ Co> Zn> Cd.> Fe~ ~,:in ~ !-1ig 
irrespective of the nature of the ligands involved. ~· } Irving and 
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Wi.llianlS t°> supported the data of ,.Mellor £-.~:.d Meley on the successive 
stability of the divalent Jons of the first transition series by their work. 
However, this series was based oo the study t1 only a few complexes and 
some deviations from this series have bee.'l observed. l9> Sometimes 
the difference in the stabWty for successive mer:Jls is small. 
d. Nature of the Coordinating Croup. Almost any group having in 
its structure an atom cootaloing an unshared electron pair may act as a 
coordinating agent. In general, a more strongly coordinating group will 
replace a more weakly coordinating one in order to obtain a complex with 
greater stability. 
Fajons and Tsuchida \;s )~ed t.iat the replacement of one ligand 
by another ligand often caused a shift of the apectrWn to either longer 
or shorter wavelengths. They arranged the ligands in order <1 the 
magnitude of this shift. This order is known as t..;e spectrochemical 
series. The more common ligands are placed Jn the following order: 
r <_ Br"'<"', SCN ... <Cf <N1)s· <F .. <urea 1 -..0H- tvONO- ~coo· 
L-(Ca0~2-L H2') L-Ncs- 2-glycine /'vEDTA•-~ pyridine /vNH3 
~ethylenediamlne ~iethylenettiamine <:::..triaminottiethylamine 
<:__ dipy L_O-phenanthrollne L N:-..12 - <:{-..CN... The shifts to higher energies 
are associated with the ligands on tbe right-aide of the series. 
e Nature of the km Outside the Coordination Sphere. The thermal 
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stabilities of coordination compt>unds are often afiected by the tendencies 
of. the external ions to enter tbe coordination sphere. Sontetlmes the 
external tons enter the coordination sphere at the e.."q)eflse of the materal 
already coordinated to the mctai.. Examples of lo.~ that have pronounced 
tendencies to do this are CN- • SCN'."', er, ar-. c,io4-
2
, and NO£" ions. 
Ions such as N03 .... and 004- show little tendency to do this. 
t rung Formation. Chelate complexes are most stable when the ring 
contains five or six members including the metal ion. This ts due to the 
minimwn strain in such systems. C,ovalent bonding may be produced 
by the replacement of a proton ln an organic group. Functional groups 
of t.~s type are sometimes called acidic groups. The most common 
examples of these groups are --COOH (carboxyl), --S03H (sulfonic), 
--OH (enolic hydroxyl), and -::::N~)H (oxime). Tne formation of coordinate 
linkages without the replacement of hydrogen may result from the donation 
of an electron pair. The most common examples of these f;l."oups are 
--NH., (primary, secondary, and tertiary amines), ).NOH (oxime).. --OH 
... 
(alcoholic hydroxyl)1 -:, C-=-0 (carbonyl), and ~. -- ;;,- - (tbioetber).. Chelation 
will be favored when any of the foregoing groups occur in the 1. 4 or 1, 5 
positicns of au organic molecule. <31 ) 
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E POL1'HYDROXYAI~llNES 
11ie investigation of polyhydro..xyarnines as cllelating agents has beeil 
slO"N in developing. 'Ihe literature contains relatively few coinpounds 
thnt have been studied in detail. Sonie amines will also be L'1Clt.Kk.-.,d 
in this dlscusaioo in order to cornpare the stabUitiea of. Cu(ll) and Ni{ll) 
complexes of tlwse chelating agents with the complexes formed with 
2, S·bishyciroxymethyl-2, 8-dimethyl-3, 7-diaza-11'5, 9·no."1Snetriol. 'Iwo 
compoum:ls of great interest are ethylenediamtne and trimethylenedlamine. 
In general. moat of the chelating agents will be derivatives of. im.~e 
two compounds. 
TAilI>#E ll 
Llgaud hJetal .. r.,,!etal 
Ion Chelate Stability t 
.Formed Constant U<>a) oc Ref 
1. Ethyle.'1edlarnine h'i(H) %\.'lA 7.66 30 7 
.. "'f\ 6.40 30 i\!U 2 
H2N·CH2-CH2-NH2 • 1A 4.55 30 ;;V' 3 
C.u(U) lVlA 10 .. 55 30 9 
lHA 
""! 2 9 .. 05 30 
2. N-f;,1ethylethyl- Ni(U) lvU\ 7.36 25 2 
enediamine i\1A2 5.74 25 
CH3 • NH-CB2 .. CH2· NH~ 
t¥1A3 2.01 25 
Cull) [yf.A 10.55 25 2 
tv1A2 8.56 25 
22 
3. N-EtbyJethylene- Ni(U) MA 6.78 25 2 
diamine ~'1A2 5.30 25 
?vtA3 2.00 25 
C~ tt5-NH·CH2-CH2 2 I Cu(ll) 'NtA 10.19 25 2 
h"H2 Wt.A2 8.33 25 
4. N-n· Propylethyl .. Nl(ll) l\11.A 6.60 25 2 
enediamine MA2 5.16 25 J\~3 2.00 25 
c3H7·NH·0·12·CH2 MA 9.98 25 I Cu(ll) 2 
NH2 ?viA2 8.16 25 
5. N-n-frutyletbyl· Ni(II) MA 6.73 25 2 
enediamine Iv~ 5 .. 56 25 
lv1A3 2.20 25 
C H ·NH-CH2-CH"' 4 9 I ~Cu(U) NlA 9.94 25 2 NH2 MA? .... 8.27 25 
6. N-1-Propyletbyl- Ni(ll) ;\!J\ 5.17 25 2 tV 
enediamine l':1A2 3.47 25 




7. N, N-Ohnethylethyl-Ni(Il) lViA 6.67 25 18 Cnediamine 1v~2 3..85 25 
€Y1A3 2.82 25 (CH3)2''" N-CH2-CH2 I Cu{ll) ti,.tA 9.69 25 18 NH2 MA2 6.65 25 
a. Nt N· Dlethyleth .. Cu(ll) ~iIA 8.17 25 18 ylenedlamine WlA., 5.67 25 
... 
(C2Hs)2· N-CH2·CB2- NH2 
23 
9. N, N*-Dimetbyl· NJ.(ll) B;lt\ 7.ll 25 3 
ethylenediamine iviA.2 4.73 25 
MA3 1.5 25 
NH-CH2·CH2-NH 
CU(U) 10.47 25 3 i \ IvlA 
CH3 CH A,iA? 7.63 25 3 ... 
10. N, N'-Diethylethyl- Ni(IJ) ' ~ \ \.tf1 5.62 25 
enediamine fv~2 3.3 25 
NH-CH2-CB2-Nll Cu(U) J;.'JA 9.30 25 3 ! I ~jA2 6.32 25 
C2lis C2Hs 
ll. N,N'-Di-n·Propyl- Ni(U) i\1.A 5.52 25 3 
etbylenediamine f\rlA2 2.5 25 
N1-i-CH2 ·CH2- NH Cu(ll) I¥1A 8.79 25 I I it~ 5.55 25 
C3H7 C3H7 
12. N, N'-Di·n-flutyl- Ni(ll) 1-+'iA 5.42 25 3 
ethylenediamine 
Cu(U) i\1A 8 .. 67 25 3 
NH-CH -CH2-~'H 
I 2 I Wu\2 
4.84 25 
C4l19 C4H9 
13. Propylenediamin-e Ni(ll) MA 7.41 30 9 
MA2 6.30 30 
H2N-CH·Ct·l2- NH2 . l\iAS 4.29 00 I 
CH3 Cu(ll) l-yfA 10.58 30 9 
t.'iA2 9.0S so 
14. 2. 2-Dbnethyl- Ni(U) IvtA 6.77 ·25 1 
l, 2-diarr-dnoethane ~IA 5.40 25 
H2N-CH2-C(CHs)2 
lVlAi 2.25 25 
I Cu{Il) 1'-11\ 10.53 25 1 
NH2 ~1A2 9.05 25 
24 
J.5. 2~ 3-Dh'nethyl· 1'.U(II) i-v1A3 14.68 25 1 
2, 3-dian1ino· 
butane Cu(ll) AIA n. t-..:> 25 l 








16. Racemic l, 2-di- NJ{ll) ~/;A 7.37 25 1 
phcnyletbylene- U,iA2 6.09 25 
di.amine .t/,A3 4.39 25 
4'\ C.'1{U) !V'.i.A 10.01 25 1 J MA2 9.ll 25 
H N .. Oi-CH·NH2 2 )~ 1'~1 
""' 
17. N-(2-Bydroxy- '.Ni(U) lviA 7.78 25 ZS 
etbyl)ethylene- 6.66 25 16 
dlamine MA2 6.08 25 28 
S.80 25 16 
NH-CH2-cn2-NHz I c::tl(ll) I'~fA 10.ll 25 28 
CH2-CH;z-OH MA2 7.51 25 
13. N. N*·D1(2·bydroxy.. Ni(ll) f\,1,A 6.67 25 16 
ethyl)etbylenediamioo MA2 4.2 25 
~H-CH2·C~-'..)H Cu(ll) ~ol/l 9.77 25 16 




i:J. N, N, N',, N'"·Tetra· Ni(U) Yi.A 
(2-hydroxyetbyl)-
etbylenediamiue cu<m W1A 
~-{C2Hs'JH)i 









CH2 f.)H I 
CH~r-NHz 




















22. N-{2-Hydroxyetbyl)- Ni(U) J\,iA 7. 25 
N~ N\ N'-tri{2-bydroxy .. 
propyl)etbylenediamine 
Cu{ll) N1A 9. 36 
BO .. Cli2·CH2 , 




















23. N, N. N'. N··Tetta· Ni(ll) .M.A 
(2-hydroxypropyl) 
eh~ylenediamlue Cu(ll) M"'\ 





24. Trlmethyle.>Je .. 
diarnine 
Ni(U) i\.iA 




CH ) 2 
NH2 


















7 .. 45 
H~·CH2·CF~ · -~i-CH2-CH-CH2-Nli·CH2·CH2-0H 
Ni(U) Data not completed 

























23. 2, 6-Bishydro.'f(fmetbyl-2. 8·dimethyl-3. 7-diaza-1,5. 9-nooanetriol 
CH20H t)H CH2ott I I I 
CJi3-C-NH-CH2-CH·CH2-NH-C ... CH3 I I 
CH:tJH CHzOH 
1'1'1(11) 1\<iA s. 4 
Cu(II) ~tA 9 .. 2 
29. l. 3 .. ms(tris{bydroxyrrietbyl)methylamino)· 2-propanol 
c ..tt2'1H OH CH.,JOH I I I ,.. 
I·I0-0-12·C-NH-C . 2 ,·:'f-J ... CH2·Nl-I-C-CH2·0H 
I l 
CH2rm CH2:lH 
Ni(iI) Data not completed 
Cu(U) Data not completed 
30. Triethylenetetr· Nl{U) 
amine 
MA 














Several trends Jn the data of the derivatives of ethylenediamine and 
trimethylenediamine were observed. 
'Ihe attachment of aliphatic g.--roups to the nitrogen atoms in ethyleoo-
dianline will lower the stability of the metal chelate& formed. 11lere is 
a general decrease in CO!nplex stability with increase in chain length 
of the straight chained alkyl groups in N-i\lkyletbylenedianlioos COt"llpouuds. 
An exception to this general decrease is the n-butyl derivative. This 
decrease in complex stabWty is illustrated by coinpounds two. three. four, 
and five. 1be complexes formed with N·i·Propyletbylenediamine are less 
stable than those of the straight chained alkyl derivatives. This is 
illustrated by compound six. There ls evidence for sterlc hindrance during 
the forinotion of nickel (U) aad copper (ll) complexes 1n going from 
ethylenedialr.Jne to N-!Jky!ethylenedlamines. 1be increased compla 
stability of the n-butyl derivative may possibly be due to the fact that a 
four-carbon chain can conveniently coil itself around in such a way as to 
shield the central atom and thereby reducing the contact of the ce~1mtl atom 
with the solvent. 
A general decresse in cm11plex stability with increase iu chain lengtb 
of the straight chained alkyl groups from methyl to n-propyl followed by a 
slight increase with n .. btttyl .group was observed also In the N, N' .. Dialkyl-
ethylenediamine compounds. This is illustrated by con1pounds nine, ten, 
29 
eleven, and twelve. 1'he stability of cornplexes fora~ with N, N' • D1 • 
i-propylethylenediemtne were very low and were not determined. 1bia 
decrease Jn the cornplex stability of branched chain compounds compared 
to normal alkyl chain compounds is due to the increase in the steric 
hindrance. 
In the alkanol ·substituted ethylenediaminea, the compounds containing 
the (2-hydroxypropyl) groups forrned chelates th41t are more stable than 
those formed by compounds containing (2 .. hydroxyetbyl) groups. 'thts is 
illustrated by compounds 17 • 23. Copper (II) complexes with derivatives 
of ethylenediamine having one or two N-alkanol substitutenta are more 
stable than copper (11) complexes with derivatives containing four such 
substituents. The converse is generally true for other metallic ions. 
Sufficient data have not been obtained to compare the stabilities of 
complexes forn1ed fro1n derivatives of trii:netbylenedlamine. 
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Ill EXPEIUM.E~TAL 
A. Synthesis d. 2. 8-bishydroxymethyl-2, 8-dlmethyl-3, 7-diaza-
J, 5, 9-nonanetriol 
The compound was synthesized by adding one mole cl. epichloro-
hydrin to two moles of 2-am!no-2-methyl·l. 3-propanedtol in alcoho1. 
The temperature was held below 30°C by occasional immersion in an 
ice-water bath. After the last addition d. epichlorohydrln, the solution 
was refluxed for six hours. 
CH2 ... OH 
I 
CH3 • C - N1i2 I 
Q·l2 ·OH 
CH2 - 01 • CH2 - CJ 
"- I 
0 
CH2 - C'AI I 
H2N - C - Cfla ·----"> 
I 
CH2 ... OH 
CH2 - OH OH CH2 - OH 
I I I 
CH3 • C • NH - CH2 • CH - CH2 • NH - C - CH3 
I I 
CH2 - OH CH2 ... OH 
1be isolation and purification ~ the compound were especially 
ditficult. 1be free base showed oo tendency to crystallize and wu con-
verted to the hydrocbloride salt by bubbling hydrogen chloride gas 
through die alcohol solution. The hydrochloride salt did not cryetallize 
out of. solution at room temperature or at elevate temperatures. 
Several methods of. crystallization of the hydrochloride salt of the 
cou1pound were attempted with little success. However, a method was 
l_ ----
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devised that gave pure crystals In fair yjelds of the compound. 
Since the crystallization and purification involved so much loss 
of material. the final yields averaged only 60 per cent. ibe analysis 
d. the compound for carbon, hydrogen. oxygen, and nitrogen content 
p~e,,, 
gave results that were in agreement with the calculated values. (h l-} 
The compound melted at 196 to 198°c. 
TABLE II 












Studies d the spectra d. the compound with copper. Dietel. and 
iron ions were made to determine (a) the relative stabilities. (b) tbe 
effect of time on the complexes, (c) the variations with pH. {d) the ratio 
of ligand to metal ion. and (e) the applicability of Beer's law. 
nie free base of the compound was prepared by passing an aqueous 
stock aolution of the hydrochloride salt through a column ol. Amberlite 
IRA-400 In the (C>H) form that had been previously washed with distilled 
water. .After the solution of the compound passed through the column, 
an aliquot of the Sl>ludon was titrated in order to obtain the molarity t1. 
32 
the aolutlon of the free base. 
Nitrate salts of the metal iooa were used and the aqueous stock 
solutions were assayed to determine the molarity of. the solutions. 
Percbloric acid and sodium hydroxide were used to adjust the pH of 
the solutions to be used for spectral study. 
To determine the pH of the solutions a Beckman tv1odel H-2 pH meter 
was used. Absorption a:.-easurementa were made using a matched set 
of silica rectangular cellG with a light·path c4. one cm. with the 
Ferldn-Elmer Spectracord l6i1odel 4000 Recording Spectropbotonieter. 
V ariatioos in the hydrogen-loo concentration affected both the intensity 
and hue of the colors produced by the ligand with the elements of the 
first transition series. 
L Variadoo of spectra with pH 
Copper (II) Spectrophotometric measurements vere made on a series 
of solutions contain1ng 5.64x10·3M Cu(ll) ion and 2.26 x io·2!vi ligand 
· (1:4 ratio).. The solutioos varied in pH from two to twelve. Absorption 
measurements were made in the range of. 360 1nu to 700 mu. The spectra 
obtained are found Figure UL 
The maximum ahsorpdon peak shifted from 700 mu to 620 mu (light 
blue color) at the pH range of two to four, fro...11620 mu to 600 mu (mediwn 
blue color) at a pH range from five to six, and from 600 mu to 590 mu 
---'leure .. 1u--



















450 500 550 600 650 700 
WAVE-LENGTH IN MILLIMICRONS 
EFFECT OF pH ON THE SPECTRUM OF CU CII> COMPLEX 
~ 
L_ --
(violet color) at pH range from six to seven.. T'ne absorption 
increased until a high pH value was obtained .. 
Nickel (It) Spectrophotometric measurements were made on a series 
of solutions containing 5. 92 x 10·3J'l-1i Ni(ll) ion and 2 .. 37x10·21\ll ligand. 
Also a series of solutions were made containing 1 .. 18 x 10-2M 1'-a(Il) ion 
and 4. 73x10-2.i;.it ligand. (1:4 ratio). 1be pH t1 the solution varied 
from nine to twelve. The spectra obtained are in Figure IV. 
'lbe spectra showed the effect of hydrogen-loo concentratlou on the 
Ni(ll) complex.. ..file sudden shift in the wave length of the absorption 
maximum from 600 mu to 488 mu at pH 9 .. 6 represents the sudden 
change in color from a light blue to a deep red.. 
lrou (111) Spectrophotometric measurements were made on a series of 
solutions containing 5. 97 x io·3M: Fe{llO ion and 2. 4x10·2Aci ligand. 
The pH of the solutions varied from two to twelve. Tue F e(lll) complex 
bas very broad absorptioo in the range of 300 mu to 550 mu. lhe color 
of the complex was a light yellow at pH two and twelve. At all other pH 
values the c~lor was a brick red. The spectra obtained are in Fi~'lll"e V. 
Cobalt (ll) and %>iieu,ganese (11) Co(ll) and Ivln(ll) ions formed complexes 
with the ligand. However, the stabilities of the complexes were low 
and spectral studies were not made. ~'lo precipiation occured and the 
solutions appeared to be clear to the eye. However, the solutions gave 
a Tyndall beam effect indicating a collodial rather than a true solution. 
~~__Jy 
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The Co(U) complex was purple and the Mn(ll) complex was a reddlab 
brown. 
2. Effect ol. tlr.ae on the complexes 
The effect of time on the metal complexes is especially interest· 
ing. Solutioas used for tbe recording of. the spectra were kept for 
several months and were checked at varying intervals during this 
period. 
Copper(ll) No cbanges In the spectra were noted for the Cu(ll) complex. 
){ickel(ll) The light blue .Ni(II) complex forl.11ed at lower pH values also 
did not change with time. However, the deep red complex formed et 
higher pH chan&ed markedly. The absorption peak at 488 mu decreased 
until it became negligible and the absorption between 300 mu and 450 mu 
increased steadily with time. Tne color of. the solution changed from 
a deep red to a light greenish-yellow. 'lhls change of the Ni(U) complex 
spectrmn is in Figure VL 
Iron (III) 1he Fe{lll) complex did not change with time when the pH of 
the solution was at three or above. However, the absorption of the 
17 e(lll) complex at pH 2 did change. 'This change in the absorption is 
in Figure VII. 
3. Ratio of ligand to metal 
a .. job's method~ continuous variations 
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WAVE-LENGTH IN MILLIMICRONS 
~ 
and rapid method for determining the forrnula and the relative stability 
of a compound provided there ls assurance that only a single compound 
is formed from the components in question. This method is applicable 
to complex ions. Equation (i) represents the formation of a co.mplex 
compound. 
A (i) 
Vdiere: A is a metallic Ion 
.B is a ligand 
To determine o. solutions of Cu(ll) and Ni(ll) ions and a solution of 
the ligand d. the same molar concentration were mixed in varying 
proportions. The absorbance 'Was measured at the wavelength of 
maximwn absorbance, between 360 mu and 700 mu. Both Cu(U) and 
Ni(II) gave peaks at ratios of nietal to ligand d. 1:1. This graph is Jn 
Figure VIII. 
b. .Ivlethod of Yoe and Jones 
To gain further information as to tile stability and formula of the 
complexes the method of Yoe and ,Jones (4cj was applied to the Cu(U) 
and Ni(ll) complexes. Solutioos of Cu(ll) and NJ{ll) kms with the ligand 
were made in different molar strengths and the a~b~e was r.ieasured. 
1he absorption of the Cu(ll) complex does not increase appreciably 
after a one to one ratio has teen obtained. A slight depression ts noted 
at high ratios of. the ligand to the Cu(ll) ion. ..fhe same general trend 
r•tgureVUl 41 
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-<M> 0 (M)-6-(L) 
I --lLs~ l.O (M>+<CT 
VARIATIONS 
0 CU (Il) COMPLEX pH 5.0,MJ.t 610 
e NI (lI) COMPLEX pH 12.0,M)J. 488 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
I I I I 





in the data was observed for tbe Ni(ll) cor.nplex.. 'lbese graphs of 
the data are in Figure LX. 
4. Applicability of neer•a Law 
Beer's law (S ) is valid for the Cu(ll) and Ni(ll) complexes at the 
wave lengths d maximum absorbance. 'Ihe graph of Beer's law is in 
Figure X. 
C. DASlClTY CONSf ANTS OF LIG.fu~D 
'Ibe hydrogen·ton concentration was measured in a solution 
containing known amounts of. chelating substance, potaSsium nitrate, 
14 
acid, and base. The experiments were 0-«ormed as titratlons with 
l\1aOH starting with fixed amounts cl. chelating substance, potassium 
nitrate and acld. Tb.ts gave a wide variety d. conditions ln each solution. 
1. Wtethod of. calculation 
'The basidty constants can be calculated starting with the following 
.,,·r p; (. ~ 
l '(\. , .. ' 
entJ.ftM.<'V\e "1n ).• 1 \.,\ ~\·· ,. • 
"'l-UV"'u;, \)0 .· l\ \ '. • 
(Zlt -~ (Z) 1 -I (HZ) + (H2Z) (1) 
\ 
(H>t :.:: (Z)t (2 ... a) = (H) - (OH) 4 (HZ) -r 2(H2Z) (2) 
The total ligand <Z>t Is equal to the free ligand (Z) and the ligand 
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Q CU Cll) COMPLEX pH 5.0 MJl 610 
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g = 2 - a + (OH) ... (H) (3) 
-----~..,-- ......... .,,, 
(Z}i 




f~2Z (H2Z) KH JJ -· ~ I<H2Z HZ 
............... 
(H>2 (Z) 
From equatiODS (1), (2), (3), and (4) equation ·(s) is obtained. 
g ·/. (g - I) (H) K~z 1 (g - 2) (ffl2 i~2z ~ 0 (5) 
From several points on the titration curve. values al. g and (H) 
are obtained provimng pairs d equatioos of the form (5), which can 
he solved readily by the use of determinants.. A sample calculation is 
givcm on page I './ 3 
2. Description of. procedure 
Solutions of 100 ml volume containing ligand, perchlortc acid, and 
0. 5 :~1 KND3 were titrated with ?-~DH. The pomssium nitrate was added 
to avoid difficulties due to changes in activity coefficient. 1he solutions 
were titrated in an atmosphere of. carbon dioxide-free nitrogen and at 
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constant temperature using a Becknlan pH meter lvlodel G. 11trations 
were carried out two or three times. Satisfactory agreerr~t was obtain· 
ed. 'The variable &peed stirrer was cut .. off each time a pH reading 
was taken. 'lbe titrat10t, curves obtained are tu each case the leit·band 
curve in the graphs c1 titratioos, I•igures XI and AlL 
D. Sf ABILITY CONST.ANIS OF COi\e1Pl ... EXES 
The hydrogen-too concentratioa was measured in a solution contain-
ing known amounts of metal ion. chelating substance, potasei~'ll 
nitrate. and acid, as it was titrated with standard sodium hydra.'l(fde • 
.From t.a'le basicity constants of the chelating substance and the con-
centration of the dissolved materials. it is possible to calculate all the 
quantities required to determine the stabillty constants of the metal co.m-
plexes. 7he experiments were performed as titrations with N.a:)l1 
starting with fixed amounts of the dissolved materials. Tills gave a 
wide variety of conditions in each solution. 
1. l'<'iethod of. calculation 
The total bound chelating subattmce can be calculated by starting 
with the following equations (41 ): 
(M}i 7'!J. (M) 
<Z>t :::. ~(Z) 
(H)r ~ 2(Z)i .. 
L ________ -·--· - -·--- ----------------
(tviZ) 
(MZ) 







1be total metal (M.)t is equal to the metal ion (M) and the 
metal bound to the ligand (MZ). The total ligand is equal to the 
ligand bound to the metal and the free ligand tirr.es,1. The total 
hydrogen is equal to twice the total ligand or the hydrogen ion minus 
the NaOH added plus the free ligand times p. 
P( (Z) -· (Z) , (HZ) (lfiZ) 
f3 (Z) ~ (HZ) ~ 2(H2Z) 
• 
• 
(H) (Z) (H) (HZ) 
~2Z c (H2Z) m K~z • K1ft2z 
..... ._ ... ___ ..... ._ .. 
(H>2 (Z) 
From {4) and (6) 
o<' ~· l , (H) ~z 
From (5) and (6) 
. /3 1:: (H) Kriz 2(H)2 ~2z 
From (3) and (8) 
(Z) ~ 2(ZJi - (NaOfl) - (H) (OH) 
~--·--~----·~----·--A.·-------~~-~· (H) Ktk 2(H)2 }fH2Z 
From (2) and (9) 
(l\itZ) !.I'• (Z>t • ~ (Z) 









The average nwnber of ligand molecules bound to a ruetsl ion 
is"i 
-n ~ {MZ) (11) 
....... ., ....... ... 
(M)i 
The values d. ii are plotted against pZ. 1be value of. pZ corresponding 
- l\.1 
to n = O. 5 is assumed to be log K l<AZ • 
2. Description of procedure 
} 
! 
Solutions d 100 ml volume were tittated containing metal ton, 
ligand, perchlorlc acid. and O. 5 1'.1 KN03 with NaOH. These solutions 
contained metal ion to ligand ratio of O .. 5:1. l!l, and 10:1. All of these 
solutions were titrated in an atmosphere d: carbon Qiox!de ... fr~e 
nitrogen and at 30° and 40°c. 1"1trat1ons were curled out two or three 
times.. Satisfactory agreement was obtained. Figure XI contains 
titration curves for Cu(ll) ton et SOoc and figure XII contains titration 
curves for Ni(ll) ion at aooc. 
~I 
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I. Significance of. changes in absorption spectra 
a. Changes With pH 
52 
Reference to the spectra showed that the,;-~,'. ;.s a shift in tbe position 
of tbe maximum absorbance of the copper (11) and nickel (U) complexes 
with increasing pH. 1be abruptness widl which these sbi!ts in the 
position of maximum absorbance occur may be interpreted to rrtean that 
a definite change in the molecular strUCture of the colored complexes 
takes place. Sufficient evidence has not been obtained. howeter, to 
support any one of several possible changes in the molecular structure 
of the complexes. It ls hoped that some means of solving this problem 
will be found. 
B. Changes with Time 
The deep red Ni (ll) complex formed at high pH and the light blue 
complex formed at lower pH can be converted from one to the other by 
changing the pH. The light blue complex is stable with time. The deep 
red complex is converted to a greenish yellow complex with time, and a 
corresponding decrease in the pH is observed. The greenish yellow 
conipla is stable both with time and with changes in the prL It is hoped 
that tbls phenomenon can be further Investigated in the near future. 
------------------------
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2. Ratio of Ugand to ~ietal 
1he method d. Yoe and Jones and Job•s method d. coutinuous variations 
both indicated that only a 1:1 complex was formed between Cl.l(ll) and Ni(ll) 
ions and the chelating agent. 1n the method r1. Yoe and Jones a slight 
increase in the ahsorption occurs after a 1:1 complex is formed and the 
absorption increases until a ratio of .f :1 is obtained, at which point the 
absorption begtoa to decrease. On the contrary Job•s method indicates 
clearly the formation ctl. a 1:1 complex. 
aeer•a iaw appears to bold for the Cu(Il) and "'11(ll) complexes at the 
wave lengths of maximum absorbance. This would suggest that the ligand 
could be used as a reagent for the quantitative determination of Cu(II) and 
Nl{Il) iona in solution. However, this possibility was not further investigat.ed 
because d. the many reagents that are already available for the determin-
ation of metal .tons in solution. 
4. Buicity Constants 
1be baslcity constants are too close in magnitude to be considered 
0 
independent In the appropriate pH ranges, and could not, therefor, be 
read from the titration curves. The met.bod developed by C. Schwarzen· 
bach for polyamines was used with good precision and accuracy. 
s. Stability C.OOStants 
The high stability of the Cu{U) and Ni(U) complexes is shown by the 
54 
fact that complex formation in the solutions investigated was completed 
while the solutions were still on the acid side. Evidence indicates 
that at high pH the structures of the co..7iplexes change, resulting in 
enhanced stabilities. 
Above p!I 3. the stability m the Fe{III) complex is very low.. Above 
pH 12, however, the Fe(lll) ion combines with the ligand to form a 
complex that is stable with time. 
L_________ - ------- -
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V SUMiviARY 
1. The compound 2, 8-bisbydroxymetbyl·2, 8-dil'netbyl-3, 7·diaza-
1, 5, 9-nonanetriol was synthesized by reaction of eptcblorobydrln 
with 2·amfno-2•methyl-I, 3-propanedtol, and purified u!3:.i! the product 
melted within two degrees. 
2. Spectra of the complexes formed by copper (U), Dickel (II), and 
iron (111) with the compound were studied. and the effects d pH and 
the time d. standing were observed. 
3. Job's method of. CODt1Duous variations and the method t:4 Yoe and 
jooes both gave evidence d the formation of the 1:1 complex. 
4. Values for the basicity constants al the compound were determined 
in O. SM potassium nitrate aolutioas at SO° and 40°c. 
5. nie &tability COD8tants t1 the complex ions formed by the reaction 
of nickel (ll) end copper (ll) with the compound have been determined 
at 300 and 40°c. 
L_ --- -- -------
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Syntbesis ot. 2. 8-BUmydroxymethyl-2, 8-dimetbyl·3, 7•dlaza· 
1,5,9-nonanetriol 
REAGENTS: 
1. 2-amino-2-methyl-1,3-p;opanediol P 4792 
Eastman Organic Chemicals 
Distillation Products Industries 
Rochester 3, New York 
2. Ethyl Alcohol (Absolute) 
U. S. Industrial Chemicals C:o. 
New York, New ~'ork 
3. Epicblorohydria 
Shell Chemical Corporation 
100 Bush Street, San Francisco 6, Calif. 
4. Hydrogen Cbloride Cas (Anhydrous) 
The 1v1atheson Co, Inc 
East Rutherford, New jersey · 
PROCEDUR.E: 
The experimental procedure outlined by Pierce and \VotiZ $6.) was 
followed. A slurry was~"~ containing two moles (210 grams) ol. 
2-amino-2-metbyl-J, 3-propanediol and 200 mlWllters of absolute 
alcOOol. T~ slurry was transfered to a 500 ml three necked ground 
l ________ _ 
6! 
glass round bottom flask with a thermometer and a reflux condenser 
in the side necks. A long stemmed funnel containing one mole (92. 5 
grams) eplchlorohydrin diluted with a small amount of. absolute 
alcohol was placed in the center neck. 1lle epicblorobydrin was added 
in small increments. After each addition the flask was shaken vigor-
ously. An ice-bath was used to keep the temperature of the mixture 
below 3QOC at all times. After tbe last addition of epichlorobydrln 
the mixture was shaken for approximately tbirty minutes. 
ibe solution was refluxed for siX hours on a water-bath. Tue solution 
was cooled to room temperature and hydrogen chloride gas was bubbled 
through die solution for fifteen minutes. 1be viscosity of the solution 
appeared to Increase after tbe solution was treated with the hydrogen 
chloride gas.. However, crystilltzetion did not occur even on prolonged 
standing. 
Several methods ~ crystallization were attempted with very little 
success. However. a method was devised th.it gave pure crystals in 
fair yields d. the compound. 
tiAost of the alcohol solvent was remwed by distillation.. The result-
ing syrup was cooled to approximately SOoc. Cold absolute alcobol 
(10 • 15 ml) was added and the syrup solution was shaken vigorously. 
The compound immediately began to crystal.llze... This process was 
L_ __ 
repeated several times. The crystals obtained were washed several 
times with absolute alcohol. 
1be melting point was determine usmg a Fisher-johns melting 
point block which had previously been standat'dized using U. S. P. 
Reference Melting Point Standards. The compound melted sharply 
between a range of. 196 ... 198oC. 
1be yields averaged only sixty per cent due to tbe loss d. compound 
during crystallization and purification process .. 
A sample ~ the compound was sent to: 
Schwarzkopf Mic~ oanal;1ical Laboratory 
56-19 37th Avenue 
Woodside 77, l'lew Yark 
for analysis. 
















The analysis d. the compound for carbon. hydrogen. oxyg.en, and 
nitrogen gave results in agreement with the calculated values. 
Standardization ~ the Stock Solution of Cupric Nitrate 
RE.AGEtITS: 
1. Cupric Nitrate Cu(N;C)3)2 • 3H2:) 
Code 1641 Lot G OU Reagent ACS 
J. T. &leer Cbet:nical Company 
Phillips.burg, New Jersey 
P ...... ,·...r- 1:.;·vq~ - • .t\ .f'...C r..; t\C. 
A solutton of. cupric nitrate was prepared by dissolving 14. 50 grams 
of reagent in one liter of. distilled water. nus solution was assayed by 
the electro-deposition ;method using tile Eberbacb Electro-Analysis 
Apparatus. 1110 procedure in Standard tdhods ~Chemical Anal~~is 
(42) by \V. W. Scott was followed.. ·ren milliliter aliquots were taken 
for the determination. 
E:'\PhRl.MEN"TAL DATA: 
\i.eight in Crams 
\Veight ol. platinum electrode 
and copper 
Weig.ht of platinum electrode 
\\'eight of. copper 










l. 38.12 (ms of ~) = • O(i) (molar strength) 
2. 
36.0 
38.12 (mg of~) = 
35.6 
x 
• OW (molar strength! 
x 
1. x = .0569 z .. 1 
Average 5.64 x 10-21v1 
2. X = .0560M 
Standardization of the Stock Solution. of ~1ckelous Nitrate 
REAGENTS: 
1. Nickelous l'~trate M(N03)2 • 6 H20 S-74353 
!\,1erck and Co .. , Inc 
PR(JCEOURE: 
A solution of nickelous nitrate was prepared by dissolving 17. 4480 
grarns of reagent in one liter of distilled water. 'lbis solution was assayed 
by the precipitation of nickel by dimethylglyoxime.. The procedure in 
Standard Methods ~ Chemical Anallsis was followed. Two milliliter 
aliquots •ere taken for the determination. 
EXPERIIv1ENT AL DA 1'A: 
-------
Weight in grams 
Weight of crucible and 
precipitate 
Weight of. crucible 










Weight of precipitate x 0. 2031 = weight of nickel 
1. • 0323 x • 2031 x 500 x 290. 80/58. 71 = 16. 2464 grams Ni(N:Js)2 .. 6Hz0/ 
liter 
2. • 0336 x • 2031 x 500 x 290. 00/58. 71 = 16. 8903 
Average 16. 5684 grams/liter 




or 5. 81 x 10-2~1 
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Standardization of the Stock Solution ol. Ferric Nitrate 
REAGENTS: 
1. Ferric Nitrate Fe(NCJa)3 • 9 H20 
Lot No. 92647 
J. T. Baker Chemical Co .. 
Fhillipsburg. ~ jersey 
PROCEDURE: 
A solution al. Ferric nitrate was prepared by dissolving 24. 2412 grams 
of reagent in one liter of distilled water containing perchlorlc o~id. The 
ptt of the solution was adjusted to pH 1.. 0 by the addition of. more perchloric 
acid. Thia solution was assayed by precipitating the iron as the hy$'oxide 
and lgnldng to the oxide, Fe2<)3, in which form it was weighed.. The procedure 
in &andard I\1ethods !! Chemical Anal)!!s~2) was followed. f;ive 
milliliter allquotS were taken for the determination. 
EXPERL\1ENTAL DATA: 
Weight in grams 
Weight of. crucible and 
precipitate 
·weight d crucible 
Weight of precipitate 
CALCULATION: 










1. .0238 x .6994 •• 01665 
55. 85 • • 01665 
- 404.02 x 
X = .1204 grams Pe(NOa)3 • 9 HfJ/ S ml 
.1204 x 200 • 24.0800 grams/liter 
24. 2412 • .060 M 
24.0000 x 
X = .0596M 
2. .0239 " .6994 •• 01672 
55. 85 • • 01672 
404.02 x 
X • .1209 Grams/ 5 ml 
.1209 x 200 = 24.1800 grams/liter 
24. 2412 • • 060 M 
24.1800 x 
X = .0598 M 
Average S. 972 x 10·2.M 
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Stock Solutions of. Cobaltous Nitrate and ~.r.tangaoous t-litrate 
REA CENTS: 
l. Cobaltoos Nitrate Co(N(Js~ • 6 H2o 
Lot No63030 
J. T. Baker Chemical Company 
Phillipsburg. New jersey 
2. Manganous .Nitrate l\-fn(N<Ja>2 SY,{; Solution 
J. T. Baker Chemical Company 
Fbillipsburg, New jersey 
PROCEDURE: 
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A solution d cobaltous nitrate was prepared by dissolving 16. 4175 
grams of reagent in one liter of distilled water. A solution of manganoos 
nitrate was prepared by diluting an aliquot of a ~ stoek solution to 
O. 60 M. These solutions were not standardized because their exact 
molar strengths were not needed. 
Examples of. Solution P.reparadmt for Spectral Study 
Sodium hydroxide and percblorlc acid were used to adjust 
the pH of the solutions for spectral study to tile desired values .. 
Solutions for Spectra 
1. Cu(II) 5. 640 x 10-3M 
Ligand 2. 256 x 10-2 !Vi 
Final Wdar Concentration 
Ratio of. metal ion to ligand d. 1:4 
Preparation: 
10. 00 ml d. 5. 640 x 10·2btt SlOCk cuprie nitrate solution 
24. 00 ml of 9. 390 x 10·2i,1t e1.nck ligand solution 
Solution adjusted for pH and made to JOO ml. 
2. Nt(II) s. 650 x io-3r\~ 
Ligand 2. 260 x 10-2tJI 
Final .tvk>lar Cooceotradoo 
Uatio of metal ion to ligand of 1:4 
Preparation: 
9. 73 ml of 5. 81 x 10"' 2~1 stock nickelous nitrate solution 
24.10 ml of 9. 390 x 10 • 2 I'li stock ligand solution 
. 
Solution adjusted for pH and made to 100 ml. 
SOLU1'IONS FOil JOB'S METHGD 
1. Ni{ll) 5. 914x10·3r.1 
Final r~10lar Concentration 
Ugond 5. 914 x lo-3tv! 
70 
Ratio CJf. metal lon to ligand <:i 1:1 
Preparation: 
10.18 ml of 5. 810x10-21v1 stoek nickelous nitrate solution 
6. 30 ml of 9. 390 x Ul-2M stock ligand solution 
Solution adjusted for pH and made to 100 ml. 
Solution for t..1ethod ~ 'ioe and Jones 
1. Ni(ll) 5. 914 x 10-3M 
Ugand L 183x10-2.i\'1 
Final tv1olar Concentration 
Ratio of metal ion to ligand <I. 1:2 
Preparadon: 
10.18 ml of. 5. 810 x 10·2id stoek nickelous nitrate solution 
12. 60 ml of 9. 390 x 10-2~ .. 1 stock ligand solution 
Solution adjusted for pH and made to 100 ml. 
Solution for ~ Law 
1. Ni(ll) 6. 00 x l0-31..,1 
Ligand 2. 00 x Uf'2I\il 
Preparation: 
F'inal WDlar Concentration 
13. 53 ml of 5. 810 x: 10-2~~1 stoek nictelous nitrate solution 
21. 30 ml of 9. 390 x 10-2M stock ligand solution 
Solution adjusted for pH and made to 100 ml. 
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SPEC1'RA RECORDINGS FOR Cu(ll) COh<iPLEX 
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Standardization cd the Stock Soludon d Free Base (ligand) 
REAGENTS: 
L Amberllte IRA-400 (OH) 
Analytical Grade. modified Amine 1)pe, Cet. No. A-624/5 
Rohm rt Hass C0mpany 
Fisher ScJentific Company 
Silver Springs. ~id. 
PROCEDURE: 
The free base cl. the ligand was prepared bJ passing an aqueous 
stock so1udoll of the bydrocblorlde salt lbrougb a column of. Amerlite 
lRA-400 (OH) that had previously been washed wllh distilled water. 
Mter the solution of. the compound passed lbrougb the column. an 
aliquot of the eolution was titrated in order to obtain the molarity d the 
aolutloa of the free base. A small aliquot of the tree base was taken In 
order to check for the presence d. cbloride Joo. 
EXPERl:V1BNTAL DATA: 
3. 3900 grams of the compound was dissolved 111 one liter of dl8tilled 
water. An aliquot of. 25 ml of the free base was taken for die dtratlon. 
CALCULATIONS: 
339 &!ams (MW of. ligand) • L 0 molar 
X grams (ligand) • 01 molar 
X = 3. S900 grams/liter 
4.5 ml x .07801 N x .5 :a X 
s 
X • 7.02 x 10·3M (Concentration of the soludoa d. the comlJ()Wld) 
TITRATION WJTH P.ERQILORIC ACID 
Concentration d. ligand: To be determined by dlls dtradon 
25 ml of tree base aliquot diluted to 100 ml 





















































































TITRA TlON WITH PERCHLORIC ACID 123 
XIII 
LIGAND, 7.02 X 10-3 M 
0 2 4 5 6 7 8 
ML. OF . 0780l N 
Examples of Solutton l\"eparation for Titration 
.\ 
L CU(U) I x 10-3M 
l.Jgand l s 10-3,_i . 
HC104 2 x io·J.M 
KNoS ·O .. SM 
Preparation: 
25. 00 ml d 2.. 0 M stock KN03 solution 
17. 73 ml Of. s. 640 x 10·3M stock cupric altrate aolm1on 
14. 28 ml of 7. 02 x 10-SM stock ligand aoludoa 
2. 56 ml of 7. 801 x 10·2M stock perchloric add solution 
2. Ugand I x 10·3M 
HCl04 2 ~ 10-~i 
KN03 O.S:Vt 
Preparation: 
25. 00 ml of 2. 0 M stock KNO, solution 
14. 28 ml of 7. 02 x 10-SM stack ligand solution 
2.56 ml of 7. 801x10·2M stock perchlorlc add soludoa 
3. CU(Il) 5 x 10·4M 
Ugaod 1x10-3M 
HC104 2 x 10-31\-i 
KNOJ 0.5 M 
Preparation: 
S. 87 ml of 5. 640 a: 10-SM stock cupric nitrate solution 
L____ --
125 
25. 00 ml of. 2. 0 M stock KNtJa solution 
14 .. 28 ml of 7. 02 x io·S~i stock ligand solution 
2.56mlof7 .. 801x10·2M atoek perchlorlc ac1d solution 
126 
Equipment for Titration 
The following equipment was used for the titratlou: 
(1) Water Bath, Constant Temperature. Full Vtsiblllty, o.01°. 
E. H. Sargent and Company. Cat. No. s-tw805. contain.log: 
(a). Pyrex brand glass contaloer 
(b). Central circulatlon and heating unit wirh motor 
•' 
(c) ibermoregulator S-818.fO 
(d) Relay unit 
(2) v atlable. Speed Stirrer, wiOdel 3, Eastem lndustrtea. New Haven, 
Comt. 
(3) Titration Cell. Simplified. Karl Piaber Type, Arthur IL ~ 
Co,. Cat. No. 4935·ll 
(4) Titration Vessel (Glass Jar). 250 ml capacity with wide mouth 
and screw neck, Arthur ff.. lhomas Co. Cat. No. 4935-S 
(5) Deckman Model C pH A1eter 
(6) Gas Cylinder conta1Dlng carbon 4iox.tde•free nltrogea.. 
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TITllATION WITH NaOH 
Cu(U) 5xl0-4M Rado • 5:1 ~ Ion to ligand 
Ligand lxlO-~ Temperature SOoc. 
HCIO_. 2x10·3M NaOH .. 0988 N · 
lCN€Js. O.SM Volumed soludon 100 ml 
mlof NaOH pH·. mlofNaOH pH 
Added l JI m Added 1 ll Ill 
o.oo 3 .. 76· 3.78 3..81 3.25 8.45 8.41 8.38 
0.10 S.86 3.85 3.88 3.50 8.70 8.65 8.62 
0.20 3.92 3.94 3.95 3.75 8.95 8.88 8.90 
0.30 4.01 3..99 4.02 4.00 9.21 9.15 9.ll 
0.40 4.05 4.08 '·4.ll 4.50 . 9. 94 9.83 9.78 
0.50 4.12 . 4.13 4.18 5.00 I0.42 · 10.38 10.33 
o .. w . 
.f.22 .f.22 4.23 5.50 10.64 10.63 10.58 
0.10 4.31 4.28 4.35 6.00 10.78 10.78 I0.77 
0.80 . 4.40 ' 4.42 4.45 
•• 90 .f.53 4.53 4.52 
I.OD 4.68 4.64 4.64 
1.10 .f.79 4.84 4.84 
L20 -. . 5.08 c 5.14 5.'20 
1.30 5.38 s.a 5.42 
L«> . . '5.71 S.70 · : ........ 
L50 5.88 5.83 5.90 
l.60 6.04 ·. 6.08 ·6.;10 
l.70 6 .. 19 6.24 6.22 
L80 ......... , 6.42 6.45 . 
l.90 6.SS 6.53 6.55 
2.00 6.69 6.72 . ~68 
2..10 6.80 6..82 6.85 
2.20 6.99 . 6.94 6,.95 
2.30 7.10 7 .. 13 7.ll 
2.40 7.22 7.19 7.28. 
2.50 7.42 7.41 1.42 
2..60 7.55. 7.55 7.62 
170 7.71 7.73 7.72 
2.80 7.84 7.88 7.88 
2.90 8.03 8.00 8.02 
3.00 8.13 8.10 .. 8.07 
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TITRATION Wini NaOH 
Cu(ll) 1 x m·3M Ratio' 1:1 Metal loa to Upud 
Ligand 1 x 10·3M Temperamre 30°C 
HCl04 2 x 10-Sh~ NaOH .0988 N · 
KNOa· o.s ~t Volumed ftludoo JOO ml 
mlof NaOH .pH mlof NaOH pH 
Added' 1 11 DI '' Added 1 ll Ill 
0.00 3.62 S.66 3.60 3.40 6.86 6.93 6.98 
0.25 3..78 3.82· 3.78 3.50 7.03 7.12 1.10 
0~40 :t86' a,92 3 .. 84 S.60' 7.28 1.34 7.37 
0~50 3.92 3~95 ----~ S.70 7.48 7.f.O 7.58 
0.60 3.96 3.99 3.93 s.so· 
----- 1.11' ----· . ' 
0.70 4~02 4.05 4.00 3.90· ...... ~ 7.91 7.93 
0~80 f.06 4.08 4.04 4..00 8.05 8.04 8.02 
0.90 4..12 4~15 4.10. 4.10 8.JS ·--- ------· L·oo 
.f.16. 4 .. 18' 4.15 4.20 8.26 8.30 8.SO 
LIO 4..20 4.22 4.21 4.40 8.49 8.52 8.45 
L20 4~25 4.31 4.25· 4.fD 8.66 ' 8.68 8.70 
1.30 4..32 4.34 .f..30: 4.80 8..82 8.87 8.90 
L«> '4.34 . 4.38 ,· '4.35: 5.00 9.18 ' 9.13 : 9.10 
1.50 4:42 4..46 l .. IO s .. so 9.70 9.76 9.80 
L60. 4~46' ~so •• 45' 6..00 10.28 10.29 10.8() 
L70 a,.·54 f.;57 •~ss 
L80 .. 4~59 ' . -L62 4.60 
L90. 4.65' '4~72 
··--' 2.00 ~~74 4 .. 86 4.75 .. 
2.10 •~84 4.95 4.90 
2.20 4~96 5.12 s.01 
2.30 5.18 ·s.25 S.20 
2.40 S~M .5.42 5.35. 
2~50 s:48 s:M 5.48 
~60 5~62 s:12 5.68 
2.70 5.75 ......... S.80 
2~80 5~95' 6.00 s.91·· 
2~90 6.04 6.ll 6.10 
a.oo 6.18 6~SO 6.23 
3..10 6~28 6 .. 42 6.38' 
3.20 6~45. 6~61 6.60 
3.SO 6~69 6.75 6.70 
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Tr.rRATION WITH NaOH 
Cu(ll) 1 x 10· 2M 
Ugand 1 x 10·3M 
HCl04 2 x JO-SM 
JCNOa O.S M 
Ratio 10:1 Metal ton ro ligand 
Temperamre oo0c 
NaOH .0988 N 


































I U m 
3.&S 0.00 3.33 3.SS 
3.38 0.25 3.43 3.42 
3.42 o.so S.50 3.49 
3.45 O. 75 3.SS 3.58 
S.48 LOO 3.62 3.63 
3.51 L2S 3.66 3.67 
3.52 L50 I. 75 3. 72 
3.56 L 75 3..86 - 3.83 
3..58 2.00 3.92 - - 3.86 
3. 62 2. 25 ....... ,. 3. 96 
3.64 2.50 4.ll 4.08 
3 .. 65 2. 75 4. 28 4.18 
3.68 3.00 .f.;51 - 4.48 
3. 71 3. 25 ·--- 4. 68 
3. 73 3.50 5~08 5.00 
a. 76 3.. 75 5. 25 - 5.20 
s. 1s -4.-oo--s--.-ss--s-. sa--Ptecip1taUoD below this 
s. 82 4. 50 5. 50 s. 45 point 



























I 5 .. mi h-ectpitatlon below 
5, 45 this point 
S .. Sl 
5 .. 66 
5.85 
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TITRATION VllTH NaOH 
Cu(U) 0.00 M Temperature S0oc 
Ligand l x 10·~ NaOH .0988 N 
nao4 2x10-~ Volume d. solution IOO ml 
l<NOs 0.5 M 
mld.NaOH pH 
Added I II DI 




0.20 6.07 6.05 6.08 
0.30 6.25 6.18 6.22 
0.40 6.38 6.32 6.34 
0.50 6.50 ,6.54 6.53 
0.60 6.67 6 .. 65 6.65 
0.70 6.83 6.72 6..72 
0.80 6.92 6.85 6.87 
0.90 ........... 6.98 6.H 
LOO 7.07 1.12 7.08 
LIO 7.20 7.21 ......... 
L20 7.30 7.38 7.25 
l .. SO 7.43 7.48 7.41 
L40 7.57 7.58 7.SS 
L50 1.10 1.12 7.66 
1.00 7.82 1.90 7.80. 
1.70 ---~ 8.00 ....... 
LOO 8 .. 04 8.10 8.02 
L90 8.22 8.22 8.15 
2.00 8 .. 30 8..35 8.28 
2.25 8.53 8.60 8..55 
2.50 8.80 8.82 8.80 
2.75 9.fT/ 9.12 9.06 
3.00 9.,40 9.41 9.35 
S.50 JO.OS 10.12 I0.08 
4.00 10.50 10.49 10.51 
5.00 I0.86 10..84 10.85 
6.00 ll.00 IL03 ILOl 
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TITRATION \VrI'H NaOH 
Ni(ll) 5 x 10·4M 
Ugand l x m·3M 
HCl04 2 x 10-3M 






























































Rado • S:l .iAeral 1oD to Upnd 
Temperature 30oC 
NaOH .0988 N 
Volume ~ solution 100 ml 
~. 80 . COior changes from blue to. 





TITRATION WITH NaOH 
Ni(ll) 1 x 10-3~4 
Ugand 1 x 10·S1v1 






















1. 70 6.:48 
1.80 6-53 
1 .. 90 ~---














































Ratio 1:1 Metal Ion &o ligand 
Temperature 30°c 
NaOH ~0988 .N 
Volumed. sOludon 100 mt 
mltl. NaOH 
Added I 


















10. 32 blue 




TITRATION WITH NaOH 
Nl(ll) 1x10·2M Ratio 10:1 Metal Ion to ligand 
Ligand l • 10-~ 1etnperature '6J°C 
HCt04 2 x 10·SM NaOH .0988 N 
. KNQs O.SM Volume ol. solution 100 ml 
ml pl NaOH pH 
Added I 11 
0.00 4.61 4..64 
0.10 4.84 4.75 
0.20 5.01 s.01 
o.so 5.18 S.14 
0.40 5.26 s •. 25 
0.50 S .. 28 5 •. 32 
0.60 5.SS 5.35 
0 .. 70 5.40 5.42 




LOO 5.50 5.46 
1.25 5.60 S.63 
1.50 5.65 S.66 
J.75 5.72 5 .. 75 
2.00 5.82 5.82 
2.25 5.88 S.90 
2.50 6.00 6.0S 
2..75 .......... 6 .. 17 . 
3 .. 00 6.35 6.40 
3.25 ...... ..,,. 7.22 Precipitation 
3.50 7.72 7•75 ltelow this point 
4 .. 00 7.90 7.90 
4.50 7•92 7.94 
s.oo 7.93 7.95 
6..00 7.98 7 .. 98 
10.00 8.ll 8.09 
TlTnATION WITH NaOH 
Fe(III) 1 z 10-3M 
Ligand l x io-3t>.t 
HC104 2x10·31'4 







O .. «> 






1 .. 10 
1.20 

















































Ratio 1:1 Metal loo to ligand 
Temperature 30°C 
NaOH .0983 N 
Volume d solution 100 ml 















"'· m erec1p1rat1o11 










Tl11lATION \VITH NaOH 
Fe(lll) 1 x lo-3M 
Ligand 3 x 10·3ivt 
HCl04 6 x 10·Sb,4 
Ratio 1:3 N..etal ion .to ligand 
Temperature 30°c 
NaOH .0988 N 












































VQ!ume of solution 100 ml 











1 .. 45 
7.85 
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1'JTRATJON VllTH NaOH 
Cu(IQ 5 x 10·.fM 
Ugand 1 x 10-3M 
HC104 2 x 10-~ 











































































































Ratio • 5:1 Metal ton to ligand 
Temerature .fOOC 
NaOH .0988 N 
Volume f1 aolutloa 100 ml 
Cu(H) l x 10·3t~1 
Ugand l.xl0 ... 3A1 
HCI04 2 x 10-
3?>4 







































































































Rtrtfo l:l f\'!etal ton to ligand 
Temperature «>°C 
NaOH .0988 N 
Volume of solution 100 ml 



































TITRATION \\1TH NaOH 
Cu(Il) l x 10-21\il Ratio 10:1 Atetal ioo to ligand 
Ligand I x m·3M Tetnperature 4QOC 
-3 uao4 2x 10 M NaOH .0988 N 
KNOs O.SM Volume~ solution IOO ml 
mlofNaOH pH 
Added I u 
o.oo 3..22 3.22 
o.·20 3.28 3.28 
0.40 3.35 3.34 
o.oo S.39 S.38 
O.EO 3 •. 43 3..41 
1.00 3.48 3.47 
1.20 3.54 3.54 
1.40 3.59 3 •. 62 
J.60 s.·6.5 S.65 
1.80 3.70 S.68 
2.00 3.16 3.18 
2.'20 S.83 3.S2 
2.·40 3.92 3.90 
2.60 4.02 4.03 
2.80 4.15 4.lS 
s.·oo 4.38 4.36 
3.28 4.71 4.69 
3.40 4.88 4.85 
3."W 4 .. 98 4.98 
S.80 5.01 3.70 5.02 
4.0D 5.15 radon below dlis point 
4.25 5.25 3.90 5.lO 
4.50 5.30 .f.00 S.15 
5.00 5.38 4.25 s.24 
5.50 ---.. 4.50 5.28 




TITRATION WITH NaOH 
Cu(ll) 0.00 
Ugand lxlO-aM 
HCJ04 2 x io·SM 
KNOs Q.SM 
ml of NaOH pH 
Added I 
0.00 4.92 

































NaOH .0988 N 



























9 .. ·03 
9.42 








TITRATION WmI NaOH 
Nt(U) 5 x to·4M 
l.Jpud 1 x 10·3M 
HCl04 2 x JO•SM 
KNOa O.SM 
mlof. NaOH pH 
.Added I U 
0.00 4. 36 '· 31 am LM LOO 
0.20 5.22 S.25 
O.SO S.38 5.43 
O. 40 S/51 S. 52 
o.so 5.61 5.62 
0.60 5.66 S.72 
0.70 S.76 5.78 
0.80 5.80 S.33 
0.90 S.86 5.90 
J.00 5 .. 98 6..00 
1.10 6.08 6.08 
L20 ··· 6.JO 6.16 
1.30 . 6.22 6.25 
1.40 6.31 6.34 
J.50 6.48 6.45 
J.60 6.53 6.58 
L 70 6.68 6. 72 
1.80 6.77 6.83 
L90 6.92 7.00 
100 ~n ~m 
2 .. 20 7.45 7.47 
2.40 7.76 7.80 
2. aJ 8. 01 8. OS 
2 •. so a. 21 a. 27 
LOO L~ &~ 
S...25 8. 67 8. 65 
3.50 8.88 8.87 
&~ ~D ~U 
Ratio .S:I Metal km to ligand 
Temperature 40oC 
NaOH .0988 N 
















4. 00 9. 34 Color ebaages from blue to p1nt below dlls point 
•• -25-· ---· -9.-55- 9!58 
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TITRATION WITH NaOH 





































































Rado ·1:1 Metal ion to ligand 
·remperature 40oC 
NaOH ·.0988N 
Volume of. solution 100 ml 
3.20 8.26 8.24 
S.40 8.42 8.42 
3.60 8.62 8.58 
3.80 S..75 8.73 
4.00 8.91 8.88 
4..25 9.ll 9.09 
4.50 9.23 9.28 
4.15 9.48 9.48"• 
5.00 9.68 9.64 
5.50 9.95 9.93 
6 .. 00 I0.18 10.15 
• Color changes from blue 
to pink below this point 
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TlTllATlfJN wrm NaOH 
Ni(ll) l x io·2M 
Ugamt 1 x lO""SM 
HCJ04 2 x lr3M 
kNCJs 0.5 M 

































































































Rado 10:1 Metal Ion to ligand 
Temperatllre 4t'l'C 
NaOH .·09aa N 
" Volumed. solbtloa 100 ml 
4.50 7.57 7.55 
s.oo 1 ... 61 7.58 
5.50 7.63 7.f/J 
6.00 7 •. 63 7.62 
PreciplratioD below tbls point 
Calculatloo of Baalcity Constanta 
Sample Calculation 
ml of NaOH x N NaOH 
2 ... VOi. of SOiution 
--------
) x 10-3 
ml ol. NaOH O. SO 
pH 6.50 
l' (OH) • (H) 
.'(Z>t 
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ii= 0.50 x .0988 
2 - mo.s 
Ix 10·S 
~· 3.16 x 10-8 - 3.16 x 10·7 
l x 10·3 
gl = 1.5082 
ml of. NaOH LOO 
pH 1.01 
&2 = LOO x .0988 
2 - . ·m 
----
g2 = L022 
g =i; (g .. l)(H)I<~ ·i (g • 2)(H)2 rj2z • 0 
For gl: 
• I. 606 x 10·7 xrlZ 
(a) 
H ~ 4.192 x 10·14 K8 z = 1. 5082 . 2 
(b) (c) 
Forg2:. 
-1.112x10·9 ~ t 
(m) 
~=en-~ 




KH :o: J.5082x7.083x10·15 - 4.192x1o·l4' x L022 
HZ -t 6ii6 x m-7 x 1. MS x m-m - -t.1~2 x m-11 x c-t m x m-9) 
= •2-cm 
an - bm 
= (r-1.,606.~ 10-7x1.022) - 1.5082 x ( .. 1.872 a 10·9) 
<-L 606 x 10-1 x 1. oss x 10-15) - 4.192 x 10-w <-1. s12 x ur'> 
~2z ~ I. 546 x 1014 
log r;:2z = 14.19 
~~ • •-~.,.ff - '-KH 
-a H2Z ...,. »ri2z &\'& HZ 
log K:
2
z • 14.19 - 7.48. • 6.71 
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Tabulation of Basicity constants 
Tenaperature 30oC 
pH H log KHZ log~2Z 1og f4:2z 
6.50 
1.01 7.48 6. 71 14.19 
1.01 
7.70 7.53 6.67 14.20 
7.30 
6.83 7.52 6.75 14.27 
Average 7.51 6.71 14.22 
Temperature .fOOc 
6.25 
6.80 7.40 6.35 13.75 
6.80 
7.45 7.43 6.32 13.75 
6.50 
7.08 7.41 6.34 13.75 
Average 7.41 6.3.4 13.75 
L --
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Calculation of StabWty Constants of Atetal Complexes 
Sample Calculation 
Cu(ll) I x 10·SM 
Ligand Ix 10·3l\t 
HCl04 2 x 10·3Af 
KN03 O.SM 
NaOH added 0. 5 ml 
pH $.92 
/~ = L 202 x 10 .. 4 x 3. 035 x 107 ~ 2(1. 445 x 10"'8> x L 572 x iof4 
f = 4.547x106 
,,,(' = I l (H)K1:.z ~· (H>2 RfJ~ 
x = 1 1- S.648x10·3 '£- 2.272 x io6 
.?\ = 2.276x J.o6 v 
(Z) = 2~Z)t - NaOH - (H) ~· {OH! 
(H)K~z 2(H>2~2Z 
(Z) = 2x10·3 .... 09 •• S O.S 
4.547x106 
ci> = a.sso x 10·10 
""\" (Z) = 2.276x1o6 x 3..580~10·10 
~ (Z) = 8.148 x 10·4 
(lvtZ) = <Z>t -.-f(Z) 
(MZ} = Ix 10·3 - 8.148 x 10·4 
(MZ) x 0.1852x10·3 
ii = o.1ss2 x m-3 = o.1852 
l x 10·3 . 
pZ • •log 3.580 x lO·lO 
~p~= 9.45 
L__ _____________ _ 
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Calculation of Stability Constants of ~fetal comp1ems 
Tabulation of. results 
1. Cu(U) S .x 10 •4M 




.3130 .3940 D 
pZ 9.41 9.29 
pK 9.16 
-
.3458 .4156 n 
pZ 9.19 9.03 
pK 8.95 
2. Cu(ll) I x 10·3M 
Ugand l x 10 .. Szvt 
Hao, 2 x 10-sM 
KNOs O.SM 
Temperature 300C 
Ratio pf metal Jon to ligand • 5:1 
.4740 .. 5634 .. 7346 .. 8760 
9.16 9.10 8.80 8.42 
· Temperature «Pc 
.5768 .7422 .9065 
8.80 8.51 8.00 
Temperature SO°c 
Rado pf metal loo to ligand l:l 
i .1852 • 3901 • 4347 '. .-5226 .. 6135 • 6813 • 7482 • 8399 





.3105 .8920 .5274 .6162 .9899 D 








TEMPERATURE 40• C. 
CU .. :n:> 5 X 10·4 M. 
LIGAND I X 10-1 M. 
8.2 8.4 8.6 8.8 
pZ 
TEMPERATURE 30• C. 
CU (JI) 5 X 10-4 M. 
LIGAND I x Io-a M. 










CU CIC> I X 10-• M. 
LIGAND I X 10-1 M. 
8.2 8.4 8.6 8.8 
pZ 
9.0 
TEMPERATURE 30-C. · 
CU (:0:) I X 10-a M. 
LIGAND l X 10-a M. 




Celculadoo of StabJUty Constants d Metal Complexes 
Tabulation d results 
3. Ni(ll) S x 10·4M Temperature 30oC 




.1386 .1580 .2722 .4244 .5214 .5986 .1tHI a 




.3630 .5280 .7768 .9726 L2032 D 
pZ 5.69 5.44 5.13 5.01 4.61 
pK 5.50 
~ Nt(ll) I s m·3&1 Temperamre SOoC 
Ligand I x io·3M . Rado of. metal ton to ligand 1:1 · 
Hao, 2 x 10-SM 
KNOs 0.5 M 
-
.12ll .2015 .2901 n • 433S • 4812 • 6245 • 6809 
pZ 6.20 5.75 5.53 s. «> s. 34 s. 24 5. ll 
pK 5 .. M 
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Temperature 40oC 
ii .1994 • 2890 . • 4340 . • 5270 • 6771 
pZ s. 94 5. 73 5. "5 5. 49 s. 40 






NI (!I) 5 X 10-4 M. 
LIGAND I X 10-1 M. 
4.6 4.8 5.0 5.2 5.4 
TEMPERATURE 40- C. 
NI (JI) 5 X 10-4 M. 
LIGAND I X 10-1 M. 











TEMPERATURE 30° C. 
Nl{JI) I X 10-a M. 
L. IGAND I X Io-a M. 
4.8 5.0 5.2 5.4 
pZ 
TEMPERATURE 40° C. 
NI (JI) I X 10-a M. 
LIGAND I X 10-3 M. 
5.6 5.8 6.0 
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